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Abstract: In this work, we propose analytical formulas for the estimation of dispersion properties
and effective area of the fundamental mode of hollow-core inhibited coupling fibers with a mi-
crostructured cladding composed by a ring of dielectric tubes. The formulas are based on a model
which has already been successfully applied to the estimation of confinement loss. The model takes
into account the effects of the coupling of the fundamental core mode with the cladding modes
in the context of the single-tube approximation. Effective index, group velocity dispersion, and
effective area of the fundamental mode are estimated and compared with the results obtained from
numerical simulations, by considering ten different fibers. The comparison shows a good accuracy of
the proposed formulas, which do not require any tuning of fitting parameters. On the basis of the
analysis carried out, a scaling law relating the effective area to the core radius is also given. Finally,
the formulas give a good estimation of the same parameters of other Hollow-core inhibited coupling
fibers, such as nested, ice-cream, and kagome fibers.

Keywords: optical fibers; hollow core fibers; inhibited coupling fibers; fiber properties; dispersion

1. Introduction

Since their first demonstration [1], hollow-core fibers have been opening up plenty
of opportunities in several photonic applications [2–4], such as high-power delivery [5,6],
broadband, and super-continuum generation [7,8], and sensing [9–11]. Hollow-core (HC)
wave-guiding can be obtained by exploiting either the absence of cladding modes, as in
photonic-bandgap fibers (PBGFs), or the spatial frequency mismatch, combined with min-
imal spatial overlap between cladding modes and core mode, as in inhibited-coupling
fibers (ICFs) [6,7,12,13], also known as anti-resonant fibers [14,15]. In the early stages of
their development, ICFs suffered from higher confinement loss than PBGFs, compensated
by a much wider transmission bandwidth and a much lower fraction of power inside
the dielectric. A significant step forward in reducing the confinement loss was obtained
with the introduction of the hypocycloid core contour (also known as negative curva-
ture) by Benabid and co-workers [16], since it has effect both on spatial overlap and on
frequency mismatch [6,17]. Other approaches based on light vortex have been proposed
to explain the beneficial effects of the hypocycloidal core shap [18]. As of today, many
hypocycloidal HC-ICF designs have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated,
having loss not only lower than HC-PBGFs but also lower than solid-core silica fibers, both
at short wavelengths [19,20], where losses are bound by Rayleigh scattering, and at long
wavelengths [3,21,22], where they are bound by material absorption. In many applications,
the knowledge of confinement loss, dispersion, and effective area of the fundamental mode
(FM) is crucial for an effective use of such fibers. This can be accomplished thanks to the
use of numerical simulators, which require high-performance computational resources.
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Driven by this motivation and the opportunity to better understand the confinement mech-
anisms, several analytical models, based both on approximated models and on empirical
approaches, have been proposed [23–31]. Most of them focus on the effective index (ne f f )
and are only able to give a good estimation in a limited range of wavelengths (only one
transmission band) and geometrical parameters [26–30]. In this work, we extend an empiri-
cal model, originally proposed for confinement loss (CL) estimation of the FM in tube lattice
fibers (TLFs), [24] to also model TLF dispersion properties (ne f f , group velocity dispersion
GVD) and effective area Ae f f . These parameters play a fundamental role in designing
fibers for non-linear applications [32], such as pulse compression [33,34], super-continuum
generation [35,36], four-wave mixing [37], and Raman lasers [21]. Since the approach is
based on the inhibited coupling model, and single-tube approximation [12,13,24], it takes
into account the complexity of the cladding modes, allowing a good approximation over a
wide range of wavelengths, fiber geometrical parameters, and dielectric refractive indices,
without any need for tuning of fitting parameters. The approach also allows to obtain
a scaling law relating the effective area to the TLF core radius. Finally, the results show
that the analytical formulas here proposed are able to estimate with good accuracy the
dispersion characteristics and effective area of other very common hypocycloidal HC-ICFs,
such as kagome fibers [12,16] and nested fibers [15].

2. Model Description

In ICFs, the cladding does not exhibit any kind of bandgap. The cladding modes
(CLMs) form a continuum of highly lossy solutions [12]. Despite that, ICFs have a trans-
mission loss spectrum composed of an alternation of low- and high-loss regions, which
correspond to phase-matching frequencies between core modes (CMs) and CLMs with
fast and slow spatial oscillations, respectively [12,13]. Since the effective index of core
modes is always very close to the core refractive index, the phase-matching frequencies
can be approximated with the cut-off frequencies of the CLMs. Unfortunately, there are no
analytical solutions for such CLMs and the cut-off frequencies can only be, in principle,
numerically computed. However, since the field of CLMs is quite tightly confined in the
dielectric, the tubes composing the cladding can be considered uncoupled from each other,
and CLMs can be seen as a superposition of the modes of the single tubes. In this way,
the cut-off frequencies and field distribution of CLMs can be estimated by considering a
single tube. In addition, it has also been shown that the modes of tubes attached to the
surrounding silica are very similar to the modes of a stand-alone tube surrounded by the
material composing the fiber core [24]: this is called the single-tube approximation.

The model here proposed is based on the following observations. The high-loss
regions are the result of the strong coupling of CMs with highly lossy CLMs, occurring at
the cut-off frequencies of low azimuthal number modes of a single tube, and such regions
can be seen as the superposition of single resonances. Each resonance affects the CM
features in two ways: first, it causes a peak in the real part α of the mode propagation
constant, and, thus, in CL = 20log10(e)α (dB/m); second, it causes an anti-crossing in the
CM dispersion curves, which represent the imaginary part β = ne f f 2π/λ of the mode
propagation constant. In the proposed model, the coupling between CMs and CLMs is
described in terms of the Lorentz resonance, where the variation of the real part of the
propagation constant is modeled by the function:

Lr(F− F0) =
γ2

γ2 + (F− F0)2 , (1)

and the imaginary part by the function:

Li(F, F0) =
F2

0 − F2

(F2 − F2
0 )

2 + γ2F2
, (2)
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where F is the normalized frequency:

F =
2t
λ

√
n2

d − 1, (3)

F0 is the resonance frequency, and γ = 3× 10−3 is the damping coefficient, established
empirically [24].

In the context of the single-tube approximation [24], the effects of the FM-CLM reso-
nances on CL and ne f f can be effectively taken into account with the formulas:

CLan(F) = CLmin(F)∑
ν

[
∑
µ

A(µ)
(

Lr(F− FHE
cµ,ν ) + Lr(F− FEH

cµ,ν )
)]

(4)

ne f fan(F) = 1− 1
2

 u0,12t
√

n2
d − n2

g

2πFRcoe f f (F)
√

1

2

+ ∆ne f f (F), (5)

where CLmin(F) is the empirical function giving the minimum of CLan in each low-loss
spectral region [23], FHE

cµ,ν and FEH
cµ,ν are the cut-off frequencies of the HEµ,ν and EHµ,ν single

tube modes, A(µ) = 2× 103e−0.05|µ−1|2.6
is the amplitude fitting function [24], Rcoe f f is the

effective core radius that will be discussed later, and finally:

∆ne f fan(F) =
4.5 · 10−7

ρ4

(
λ

Rco

)2

∑
ν

[
A(1)

(
Li(F, FHE

c1,ν
) + Li(F, FEH

c1,ν
)
)]

. (6)

In the ∆ne f f sum, only the strongest resonances with CLMs having µ = 1 have been
considered. The sum is multiplied by the factor (λ/Rco)2, which takes into account the FM
electric field strength at the tube boundaries [23], and by the fitting factor 4.5× 10−7/ρ4

where ρ = 1− t/rext is the tube aspect ratio and t and rext are the tube thickness and
external radius, respectively.

The effective radius Rcoe f f is introduced in order to take into account the effects of
the hypocycloidal core shape, and it is obtained by starting from the following same-area
criterion. In the hole fiber (HF) analyzed by Marcatili and Schmeltzer in [38], the effective
index of the FM is given by:

ne f fmarc = 1− 1
2

u0,12t
√

n2
d − 1

2πFRco

2

= 1− 1
8π

u0,12t
√

n2
d − 1

F

2

1
Aco

(7)

where u0,1 is the first zero of equation J0(u) = 0, and Aco = πR2
co is the core area. This

formula is a nice approximation of the dispersion curve of the TLF FM far from the
resonances, even though it tends to underestimate it, as shown in Figure 1a. By comparing
the core shape and the FM electric field distribution of a HF and a TLF, as shown in
Figure 1b, one can notice that the TLF FM field distribution extends over a larger area
due to the hypocycloidal core shape and tube-to-tube gap. Here the TLF core shape is
modeled as a disk of radius Rco, plus a number of trapezoids equal to the tube number N.
The geometrical parameters of the trapezoids are estimated as B = rext/2 + δ, b = δ,
and h = 3/16rext, being the long base, short base, and height, respectively. The equivalent
core area of a TLF is thus:

Aeq = πR2
co + N

3
32

( rext

2
+ 2δ

)
rext, (8)
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the same as an equivalent disk of radius:

Rcoeq =

√
R2

co +
N
π

3
64

r2
ext

(
1 + 4

δ

rext

)
. (9)

By also taking into account the wavelength and core size dependence of the mode
field distribution (with lower Rco/λ ratio, the field tends to penetrate further into the
tube-to-tube gaps) a better estimation can be obtained by the following formula:

Rcoe f f (F) =
[

1.027 + 0.001
(

F +
2
F4

)]√
R2

co +
N
π

3
64

rext

[
1 +

(
3 + 2

10λ

Rco

)
δ

rext

]
, (10)

where the coefficients of the additional terms have been empirically obtained.
Equations (5), (6) and (10) form the proposed analytical model of TLF FM effective index.
By starting from the knowledge of the effective index, two important and useful parameters
can be derived: the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and the effective area Ae f f . The GVD
is defined as:

GVD =
d

dω

 1
dβ

dω

 (11)

where ω = 2πc/λ is the angular frequency. It can also be expressed as a function of the
normalized frequency:

GVD =
t

πc2

√
n2

d − 1

(
2

dne f f

dF
+ F

d2ne f f

dF2

)
(12)

and directly calculated when effective index and fiber parameters are known. The effective
area, in principle, depends on the spatial distribution of the mode electric field E, since it is
defined as:

Ae f f =

∫∫
S

|E|2dS

2

∫∫
S

|E|4dS
. (13)

However, by once again taking into account the HF, and by using Equation (7), Figure 2
shows that the effective area can be well approximated by:

Ae f f ' K
1

8π

(u0,1λ)2

1− ne f f
, (14)

where we have K = 0.482 if the effective index in Equation (14) is estimated by using
Marcatili’s formula given by Equation (7), while we have K = 0.477 in case the effective
index is numerically computed. Figure 2 highlights that the approximation is very good
for Rco/λ > 27 and Ae f f ' 0.482πR2

co. For longer wavelengths up to Rco/λ > 5, the use of
Marcatili’s formula tends to underestimate the real Ae f f , but with a relative error lower
than 4%. This is coherent with the approximations introduced in [38].

On the basis of this observation, we propose here to estimate the effective area of TLFs
by using the same expression:

Ae f fan = 0.48
1

8π

(u0,1λ)2

1− ne f fan

, (15)

where the effective index ne f fan is obtained from Equation (5).
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Figure 1. Hole fiber (HF) and tube lattice fiber (TLF) comparison. (a) FM dispersion curves; (b) field
profiles and core geometry.

Figure 2. Effective area Ae f f normalized to core area (πR2
co) of a HF, plotted versus the core radius

to wavelength ratio Rco/λ: numerical computation (solid red curve), calculation by Equation (14)
with ne f f numerically computed (solid black curve), and calculation by Equation (14) with ne f f given
by Equation (7) (solid green curve).

3. Validation

In order to check the accuracy of the formulas here proposed, we compare the results
obtained from the proposed formulas with the numerical results obtained from a modal
solver based on the finite element method (FEM) with perfect matched layers (Comsol
Multiphysics®). We define an error figure for each of the quantities estimated. For the
effective index, the accuracy of Equations (5), (6) and (10), is quantified through the
following error figure en:

en =
ne f fnum − ne f fan

1− ne f fnum

. (16)

It takes into account that, by increasing the normalized frequency, the effective index
tends asymptotically to 1, so that ne f fnum and ne f fan must coincide over a higher and higher
number of digits. Since the GVD function has a zero in each transmission band, which
results in a division by zero in the relative error definition, the error function considered
in this case is different, and refers to the relative error in the estimation of the normalized
frequency that gives the same GVD value:

eG =
Fan − Fnum

Fnum
, (17)

where Fan and Fnum are such that GVDan(Fan) = GVDnum(Fnum). Finally, for the effective
area the relative error eA is considered:

eA =
Ae f fnum − Ae f fan

Ae f fnum

. (18)
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Figures 3 and 4 compare the numerical results and the analytical estimation of ne f f ,
GVD, and Ae f f of an 8-tube TLF with the following parameters: t = 1 µm, rext = 10 µm,
n = 1.44, and this TLF from now on will be named F#1. The CL spectrum is also reported,
since the accurate fiber parameter estimation is particularly important in the low-loss
regions (LLRs). For this reason, the regions where CL is a decade higher than the minimum
in the corresponding LLR are highlighted with a dark background. The agreement between
numerical and analytical results is pretty good in all LLRs, with relative error bounds
of ±2.5%. The empirical formulas here proposed do not require any additional fitting
or tuning parameters dependent on the analyzed TLF. To demonstrate that, ten different
TLFs for varying geometrical parameters and dielectric refractive index, and operating
on different spectral regions, are analyzed and summarized in Table 1. They are the same
fibers used to test the analytical formula in [24].

Figure 3. Left side: Confinement loss (top) and effective index (bottom) of fiber F#1. Dark regions
correspond to high-loss regions. For the effective index, solid green, red, and black curves show
numerical and analytical result, and relative error, respectively. Right side: detail on the effective
index in the normalized frequency ranges [1:2] (top), and [2:3] (bottom).

Figure 4. Group velocity dispersion (top) and effective area (bottom) of fiber F#1. Dark regions
correspond to high-loss regions. In both graphs, solid green, red, and black curves show numerical
and analytical result, and relative error, respectively.
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Table 1. TLF design parameters for different spectral ranges. The fibers are the same ones considered
for testing the CL formula in [24].

Fiber t (µm) rext (µm) δ (µm) n N Spectral Range

F#1 1.0 10 5.0 1.44 8 NIR

F#2 1.0 5.0 2.5 1.44 8 NIR

F#3 1.0 10 2.5 1.44 8 NIR

F#4 0.5 10 5.0 1.44 8 VIS

F#5 0.2 4.0 0.419 1.50 8 UV

F#6 0.2 4.0 1.6 1.50 8 UV

F#7 1.0 10 5.0 1.44 6 NIR

F#8 1.0 10 5.0 2.42 8 MIR

F#9 1.0 10 4.0 1.44 10 NIR

F#10 100 1000 445 1.521 8 THz

The geometrical parameters range spans over about three orders of magnitude, and the
dielectric refractive index varies from 1.44 to 2.42, corresponding to the refractive indices
of silica in the near-infrared (NIR) and of chalcogenide glass such as As2S3 in the medium-
infrared (MIR). The tube number varies between 6 and 10, covering the most common
numbers usually used in real fibers. Significantly different tube aspect ratios ρ have been
compared, as that ratio, together the refractive index, strongly affects the normalized cut-off
frequencies of the CLMs [13]. The results are summarized in Figures 5–7 and confirm the
accuracy of the model for a wide range of working frequencies and fibers’ parameters,
with little bit higher errors in the fundamental LLR (0.5 ≤ F ≤ 1) with respect to the
higher-order ones.

Figure 5. Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion (bottom-central row),
and effective area (bottom row) of fibers F#2 (left), F#3 (central), and F#4 (right). Dark areas correspond to high-loss regions.
For effective index, group velocity dispersion, and effective area, solid green, red, and black curves show numerical and
analytical result, and relative error, respectively.
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Figure 6. Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion (bottom-central row),
and effective area (bottom row) of fibers F#5 (left), F#6 (central), and F#7 (right). Dark areas correspond to high-loss regions.
For effective index, group velocity dispersion, and effective area, solid green, red, and black curves show numerical and
analytical result, and relative error, respectively.

Figure 7. Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion (bottom-central row),
and effective area (bottom row) of fibers F#8 (left), F#9 (central), and F#10 (right). Dark areas correspond to high loss
regions. For effective index, group velocity dispersion, and effective area, solid green, red, and black curves show numerical
and analytical result, and relative error, respectively.

4. Scaling Law of Effective Area

The results shown in Figures 4–7 highlight that in the LLRs the effective area is
rather stable, even though not as much as in the HF. A good estimation of Ae f f in each
LLR is its value at the CL minimum, which for the fibers in Table 1 falls at a normalized
frequency FCLmin that has values between 0.72 and 0.76 in the fundamental LLR, and values
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around 1.63, 2.63, and 3.63 in the three following LLRs, respectively. Figure 8a shows the
value Ae f f /(πR2

co) at those minima. The solid curves depict the function:

Ae f fmin
= πR2

co

(
0.817− 5× 10−2N + 2.5× 10−3N2 − 1.784× 10−2F0.3N0.25 +

10−2

F6.5
9− N

N

)
(19)

which gives a good estimation of the effective area at the CL minima. Figure 8b shows the
relative error eAmin = (Ae f f (FCLmin)− Ae f fmin

)/Ae f f (FCLmin), that is the error between the
effective area at the CL minima and the estimation given by the previous function. The
relative error associated with Equation (19) is within ±4% in the fundamental LLR and
within ±1% in the higher-order LLRs. By accepting a rougher approximation, we can state
the simplified formula:

Ae f f ' 0.561πR2
co (20)

which gives a relative error within ±8%.

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a): Effective area normalized to πR2
co, calculated at the normalized frequencies of the CL

minima. (b): Relative error eAmin of Equation (19) with respect to numerical results of Ae f f (FCLmin ).
Filled dots refer to numerical results for fibers with N = 8, red empty circles to N = 6 and violet
triangles to N = 10. Solid curves refer to results from Equation (8) with N = 6 (red), N = 8 (green),
and N = 10 (violet).

5. Extension to Filled TLFs

Since most HC-ICFs applications require the fiber to be filled with gas or liquids to
exploit their properties, we also investigate the effectiveness of the approach in computing
the dispersion characteristics in case of TLFs filled with a material that has a refractive
index ng ≥ 1. In this case, by taking into account Marcatili’s formula for ng ≥ 1 [2],
Equations (5) and (15) become:

ne f fan(F) = ng −
1
2

 u0,12t
√

n2
d − n2

g

2πFRcoe f f (F)√ng

2

+ ∆ne f f (F), (21)

and

Ae f fan =
0.48
ng

1
8π

(u0,1λ)2

ng − ne f fan

, (22)

with:
F =

2t
λ

√
n2

d − n2
g, (23)

and, consequently:

GVD =
t

πc2

√
n2

d − n2
g

(
2

dne f f

dF
+ F

d2ne f f

dF2

)
. (24)

Figure 9 shows the results for fiber F#2 in case of ng = 1.0007 and ng = 1.33, corresponding
to the refractive indexes of Xenon and of water, respectively, in the visible spectral region.
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Figure 9. Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion
(bottom-central row), and effective area (bottom row) of fiber F#2 with ng = 1.0007 (left) and
ng = 1.33 (right). Dark areas correspond to high-loss regions. For effective index, group velocity
dispersion, and effective area, solid green, red, and black curves show numerical and analytical
result, and relative error, respectively.

Additionally, in these cases, all the error figures are in the range ±2.5%. Figure 10
shows the estimation of the wavelength λz corresponding to the zero of GVD in the
second (1 ≤ F ≤ 2) and third (2 ≤ F ≤ 3) transmission bands for different values of ng.
The relative error eλz = (λznum − λzan)/λznum in this case is in the order of 1.7× 10−3 and
1.9× 10−3, respectively.

Figure 10. Zero GVD wavelength λz versus the filling material refractive index ng of fiber F#2 in the
second (left) and third (right) transmission bands, obtained from numerical (red dots) and analytical
(blue dots) results. The relative error is shown in black.

6. Other HC-ICFs

Finally, the effectiveness of the approach as been tested on other hypocycloidal HC-
ICFs, in particular, nested fibers (NFs) [15], ice-cream fibers (IFs) [9,22], and kagome fibers
(KFs) [12]. Panel (a) of Figure 11 shows the cross-sections of the three fibers, highlighting the
circles composing the equivalent TLFs used for the parameter computation. Geometrical
parameters and refractive index of the dielectric are shown in Table 2. The refractive index
of the filling material is here assumed to be ng = 1. In NFs, the nested tubes have an
external radius rnest = rext/2 and thickness t. In KFs, the equivalent TLF has six tubes with
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the same radius as the largest arcs of the KF, and the same core radius. The results of NF#1
and IF#1 are shown in panel (b) of Figure 11, and the ones of the KFs in Figure 12.

𝑹𝒄𝒐 

𝒓𝒆𝒙𝒕 

𝜹 

𝑹𝒄𝒐 

𝒓𝒆𝒙𝒕 

𝒓𝒆𝒙𝒕 

𝑹𝒄𝒐 

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. (a) From top to bottom: cross-sections (grey) of nested, ice-cream, and KF, emphasizing
in red the size and placement of the tubes of the equivalent TLF used for parameter computation.
(b) Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion (bottom-
central row), and effective area (bottom row) of nested tube (left) and ice-cream fibers (right).

As expected, the NF#1 results are not so different from F#1, since the mode dispersion
and the spatial distribution of the electric field of the mode are mainly defined by the core
boundary, which is the same.

Figure 12. Confinement loss (top row), effective index (top-central row), group velocity dispersion
(bottom-central row), and effective area (bottom row) of KF#1 (left), KF#2 (center), and KF#3 (right).

In IC#1, the core boundary is very similar to a TLF with δ = 0. For this kind of
fiber as well, the analytical formulas show good agreement and small error values with
respect to the numerical results. The rapid oscillations in the eG curve are due to the
residual coupling with cladding modes, which is a feature of these fibers. The same effect
is observed in KFs. Despite the different core shape, the agreement between numerical
results and analytical ones (obtained considering the equivalent TLF) is just marginally
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worse than for other HC-ICFs, but nevertheless showing error figures that remain within a
few percentage points.

Table 2. Parameters of equivalent TLFs, used for the analysis of NF, IF, and KFs.

Fiber t (µm) rext (µm) Rco (µm) n Spectral Range

NF#1 1.0 10 22.7 1.44 NIR

IF#1 1.0 14.05 0 1.44 NIR

KF#1 1.0 9.75 22.7 1.44 NIR

KF#2 1.0 9.75 22.7 2.42 MIR

KF#3 100 1000 2205 1.521 THz

In this case, the error figures are a little bit higher than for the previous fibers, but they
are still inside the range of a few percents. The worsening was predictable, given the
different geometry, however we think that the proposed approach can be an effective and
fruitful tool for the dispersion analysis and design of KFs as well.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, empirical formulas for the estimation of the dispersion characteristics
(effective index, group velocity dispersion) and effective area of the fundamental mode of
hollow-core tube lattice fibers have been proposed. An analytical formula is also given for
the estimation of the FM effective area at the center of the LLRs. They have been developed
starting from the single-tube approximation, which allows an accurate representation
of the cladding modes, whose characteristics and complexity cannot be overlooked if
accurate models of TLFs are to be developed. The formulas do not require any additional
tuning of fitting parameters depending on the particular TLF under analysis. This has
been demonstrated by computing the accuracy of the formulas for a wide variety of TLFs
operating from THz to UV spectral ranges, by changing geometrical parameters, number
of tubes, and dielectric refractive index both of the material composing the tubes and of the
one filling the fiber. Finally it has been shown the formulas also give a good approximation
of other hypocycloidal HC-ICFs, such as nested, ice-cream, and kagome fibers.
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